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2Student’s Worksheet 1
Vocabulary Activator – Unit 7

Part 1 (Listening)

TASK 1. Complete the phrases below using the words in the box. You have to use some of the words more 
than once.

work       travel        train        have        be

1. to .................... around the world

2. to .................... in public relations

3. to .................... lots of children

4. to .................... to be a dentist

5. to .................... really famous

6. to .................... to lots of different countries

7. to .................... as a DJ

8. to .................... for a fi lm company

TASK 2. Looking at Task 1, complete the charts and add more examples to each group.

  ..............   + public relations, sales, .........................

to work ..............   + a DJ, ........................., .........................

  ..............   + a fi lm company, ........................., .........................

to travel ..............   + the world, .........................

  ..............  + lots of different countries, .........................

to have  ..............   +  children, ........................., .........................

to train  ..............  +  a dentist, ........................., .........................

to be   .............. + famous, ........................., .........................

TASK 3. Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions.

What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of working in sales?

If you could travel around the world, which 
countries would you choose to see?

If you could travel to just one place in 
the world, where would it be?

What would you like to 
work as in the future?

Would you like to have lots 
of children? Why (not)?

What companies would you like to 
work for (give examples)? Why?

Would you ever train to 
be a dentist? Why (not)? 

Would you like to be 
famous? Why (not)?
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2Student’s Worksheet 2
Vocabulary Activator – Unit 7

Part 2 (Culture)

TASK 1. Match the two columns to make phrases.

1) to form a) instruments

2) to learn in b) in a regional competition

3) to practise c) in a choir

4) to play d) in the garage

5) to play in e) a private class

6) to sing f) a band

7) to compete g) an orchestra

8) to take part h) against each other

TASK 2. Complete the sentences.

1) In the last round he competed ........................ the champion and lost.

2) My dad moved his car from the garage to make room for my band to ........................ .

3) Some of my friends can ........................ various instruments so we’re thinking of ........................ a band.

4) I had music lessons at school, but I learned to play the drums in a ........................ class.

5) The school volleyball team is really good. They’re going to take part in a regional .......................... . I’m 
sure they’ll win!

6) Have you seen the TV series Glee? It’s about a group of teenagers who sing in a ........................ .

7) He’s an excellent violin player. I’m sure he will be very successful in the future. Every ........................  
would like to have such a talented violinist. 

TASK 3. Work in pairs. Take turns to silently choose one of the phrases from Task 1 and draw a picture to 
represent it. Your partner has to guess which expression you have drawn.

FOLD HERE
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2Student’s Worksheet 3
Vocabulary Activator – Unit 7
Part 3 (Reading 2) 

TASK 1. Reformulate the questions, keeping the same meaning and using the words in CAPITALS. You can 
look at the text on page 104 to fi nd the correct phrases.

1. What kinds of people possess the necessary qualities to be successful?  TAKES

 What kinds of people ................................................................................. to be successful?

2. If you were in a band, what could give you an original look?  MAKE

 If you were in a band, what could give you an image to  ..................................................................... ?

3. Who/What do you think will become very popular in the nearest future?  THING

 Who/What do you think will be ........................................................................................... ?

TASK 2. The expressions below are some possible answers to the questions in Task 1. Divide them according 
to which question they are related to.

ambitious                good photo shoots                eye-catching hairstyles                intelligent
computers without hard disks (all data ‘in the cloud’)                patient                determined

heavy make-up                outgoing                confi dent                Google glasses                customised 
instruments                hard-working                interesting CD cover                3D computer games

creative                responsible                                     Instagram account with private photos

Question 1 Question 2 Question 3

TASK 3. Work in groups. Discuss the questions from Task 1. Use the expressions in Task 2 and your own 
ideas.


